Beaver Pistol Team Starts First Full Varsity Schedule

The Beaver Pistol squad will start their matches as a member of the Greater Boston Pistol League. There will be one match every week for fifteen weeks. The team will also go on two trips, one between the leagues and the other during Spring vacation. They will shoot 25-yard unordered matches to determine their standings at this trip.

A few of the teams the Beavers will be competing against are the Canoe Guard, West Point, Annapolis, the Maritime Academy and Holy Cross.

Markry Top Man

Heading the returning pistol veterans will be Captain Winston Markry who turned in some very good scores for Tech last season and who finished just behind last year's crack shot, Van Mueller, in the competition for the Greater Boston Pistol League Award given each year to the outstanding marksman on each team. The other six veterans are Ed Pettitt, George Parker, Reed Rolling, Milton Trigard, Dave Rilling and O. MacBean.

Good Year Ahead

All of these men are in the 100-pound class and are usually able to shoot well enough to place most of the teams on their schedule with the exception of Harvard and MIT. The Techmen fielded Skippers Bob Nickerson, Bob Woods, and Herb Gevorgian, who took the top three places.

The Tech runners will try and make it a clean sweep for the day by overwhelming the Tufts Frosh, 19-41. John Avery of the engineers, a graduate of Anodier University, won the mile race with a time of 18:52.5. Nick Crow of Tufts finished second. Chuck Vickers and Jerry Therman of Tech was third and fourth, respectively.

The other scores for Ceres' Hooligan's were Carl Lustwch and Carl Swanson, who finished sixth and seventh.
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